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1 Executive Summary
This is the first of a set of three PLAYTIME Deliverables D3.3.1-D3.3.3 on the Task T3.3 Gaze
Interaction & Analytics.
The Deliverable provides an introduction into eye tracking technologies, motivates the use of
technology that is applied in PLAYTIME, and provides insight into the background, objectives
and implementation of gaze analytics as well as gaze interfaces for attention games (MIRA).
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2 Introduction
Eye tracking provides a useful methodology for monitoring changes in cognition and giving
fundamental insight into human behavior (Kaufmann et al., 2012) by detecting executive deficits
detected in Alzheimer’s disease for example using the anti-saccade task.
Crawford et al. (2005) and others suggest that this approach has a number of advantages over
traditional methods of psychological assessment. Standard and novel experimental paradigms
can be developed to evaluate theories of cognitive impairment and to dissociate between
various neural networks.
Objective of this task performed by JRD is the provision of real-time and on-line available
analytics about relevant diagnostic features gained from eye movements and dependent
behavior analysis. Features about characteristics of interaction are captured in the context of
visual cueing, executive functions and sensorimotor performance as well, taking the
psychological framework of Task 3.1 into account.
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3 Attention in the context of dementia
3.1 Neuropsychological findings on attention and Alzheimer
In the critical review by (Perry & Hodges, 1999), the progress that has been made in the
research on attentional and executive deficits in Alzheimer's disease has been summarized.
Like memory, attention was recognized is consisting of subtypes that differ in their function and
anatomical basis. The review bases the review upon a classification of three subtypes of
attention: selective, sustained and divided. This model is derived from lesion studies, animal
electrophysiological recordings and functional imaging. In the review is examined how these
subcomponents of attention can be reconciled with neuropsychological models of attentional
control, particularly the Supervisory Attentional System and the Central Executive System of
Shallice and Baddeley, respectively: Substantial evidence suggests that after an initial amnesic
stage in Alzheimer's disease, attention is the first non-memory domain to be affected, before
deficits in language and visuospatial functions. They comment that this would be consistent with
the possibility that difficulties with activities of daily living, which occur in even mildly demented
patients, may be related to attentional deficits. It appears that divided attention and aspects of
selective attention, such as set-shifting and response selection, are particularly vulnerable while
sustained attention is relatively preserved in the early stages.
The phenomenon of cognitive slowing in Alzheimer's disease and normal ageing emphasizes
the need to discriminate quantitative changes in attention dysfunction from qualitative changes
which may be specifically related to the disease process. The neuropathological basis of these
attentional deficits remains unsettled, with two competing hypotheses: spread of pathology from
the medial temporal to basal forebrain structures versus corticocortical tract disconnection. They
finally discussed the difficulties of comparing evidence across studies and looked at the
implications for the design of future studies and future directions that might be fruitful in the
research on attention in Alzheimer's disease.

3.2 Dementia and executive functions
Dementia with its predominate subtypes, i.e., Alzheimer’s disease (AD) and vascular dementia
(VaD), could lead to progressive decline in executive function as well as other cognitive
functions. The impact of these symptoms on the life of patients and caregivers are devastating,
requiring an adequate planning ahead for long-term management issues (Denckla, 1994).
Executive dysfunction may be an early feature of some AD patients (McPherson & Simpson,
2002). The structural correlate to certain dimensions of executive dysfunction in AD patients has
been suggested to relate to changes in the deep frontal white matter (Sjöbeck et al., 2010). VaD
is often implicated in executive dysfunction such as progressive subcortical vascular
encephalopathy and selective white matter hyper-intensities (WMHs). Executive dysfunction
significantly predicts future decline in this dementia (Boyle & Cahn-Weiner, 2005).
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3.2.1 Executive functions
Executive functions (EFs; also called executive control or cognitive control) refer to a family of
top-down mental processes needed when you have to concentrate and pay attention, when
going on automatic or relying on instinct or intuition would be ill-advised, insufficient, or
impossible (Burgess & Simons 2005, Espy 2004, Miller & Cohen 2001). Using EFs is effortful; it
is easier to continue doing what you have been doing than to change, it is easier to give into
temptation than to resist it, and it is easier to go on “automatic pilot” than to consider what to do
next. There is general agreement that there are three core EFs (e.g., Lehto et al. 2003, Miyake
et al. 2000):


inhibition [inhibitory control, including self-control (behavioral inhibition) and interference
control (selective attention and cognitive inhibition)],



working memory (WM), and



cognitive flexibility (also called set shifting, mental flexibility, or mental set shifting and
closely linked to creativity).

From these, higher order EFs are built such as reasoning, problem solving, and planning
(Collins & Koechlin 2012, Lunt et al. 2012). EFs are skills essential for mental and physical
health; success in school and in elderly life; and cognitive, social, and psychological
development.

3.2.2 Inhibitory control
Inhibitory control (one of the core EFs) involves being able to control one’s attention, behavior,
thoughts, and/or emotions to override a strong internal predisposition or external lure, and
instead do what’s more appropriate or needed. Without inhibitory control we would be at the
mercy of impulses, old habits of thought or action (conditioned responses), and/or stimuli in the
environment that pull us this way or that. Thus, inhibitory control makes it possible for us to
change and for us to choose how we react and how we behave rather than being unthinking
creatures of habit. It doesn’t make it easy. Indeed, we usually are creatures of habit and our
behavior is under the control of environmental stimuli far more than we usually realize, but
having the ability to exercise inhibitory control creates the possibility of change and choice. It
can also save us from making fools of ourselves.
Inhibitory control of attention (interference control at the level of perception) enables us to
selectively attend, focusing on what we choose and suppressing attention to other stimuli. We
need such selective attention at a cocktail party when we want to screen out all but one voice. A
salient stimulus such as visual motion or a loud noise attracts our attention whether we want it
to or not. That is called exogenous, bottom-up, automatic, stimulus-driven, or involuntary
attention and is driven by properties of stimuli themselves (Posner & DiGirolamo 1998,
Theeuwes 1991). We can also choose voluntarily to ignore (or inhibit attention to) particular
stimuli and attend to others based on our goal or intention. Besides being called selective or
focused attention, this has been termed attentional control or attentional inhibition, endogenous,
top-down, active, goal-driven, voluntary, volitional, or executive attention (Posner & DiGirolamo
1998, Theeuwes 2010).
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Another aspect of interference control is suppressing pre-potent mental representations
(cognitive inhibition). This involves resisting extraneous or unwanted thoughts or memories,
including intentional forgetting (Anderson & Levy 2009), resisting proactive interference from
information acquired earlier (Postle et al. 2004), and resisting retroactive interference from
items presented later. Cognitive inhibition is usually in the service of aiding WM and is
discussed in the section Inhibitory Control Supports Working Memory. It tends to cohere more
with WM measures than with measures of other types of inhibition.
Self-control is the aspect of inhibitory control that involves control over one’s behavior and
control over one’s emotions in the service of controlling one’s behavior. Self-control is about
resisting temptations and not acting impulsively. The temptation resisted might be to indulge in
pleasures when one should not (e.g., to indulge in a romantic ﬂing if you are married or to eat
sweets if you are trying to lose weight), to overindulge, or to stray from the straight and narrow
(e.g., to cheat or steal). Or the temptation might be to impulsively react (e.g., reﬂexively striking
back at someone who has hurt your feelings) or to do or take what you want without regard for
social norms (e.g., butting in line or grabbing another child’s toy).
Another aspect of self-control is having the discipline to stay on task despite distractions and
completing a task despite temptations to give up, to move on to more interesting work, or to
have a good time instead. This involves making yourself do something or keep at some- thing
though you would rather be doing some- thing else. It is related to the ﬁnal aspect of selfcontrol — delaying gratiﬁcation (Mischel et al.1989) — making yourself forgo an immediate
pleasure for a greater reward later (often termed delay discounting by neuroscientists and
learning theorists; Louie & Glimcher 2010, Rachlin et al. 1991). Without the discipline to
complete what one started and delay gratiﬁcation, no one would ever complete a long, timeconsuming task such as writing a dissertation, running a marathon, or starting a new business.
Although the above examples typically involve a tug-of-war between a part of you that wants to
do x and another part of you that wants to do y (Hofmann et al. 2009), self-control can be
needed where there are not competing desires. It is needed, for example, to not blurt out what
ﬁrst comes to mind (which might be hurtful to others or embarrassing to you), to not jump to a
conclusion before getting all the facts, or to not give the ﬁrst answer that occurs to you when if
you took more time you could give a better, wiser response.
Errors of impulsivity are errors of not being able to wait. If someone can be helped to wait such
errors can often be avoided. Many of us have had the experience of pressing the “send” button
for an email only to wish we had not. Many of us have also had the experience of our ﬁrst
interpretation of the intention behind someone’s words or actions being incorrect, and we have
either been grateful we exercised the self-control to wait until we acquired more information or
regretted that we acted precipitously without waiting. On laboratory tasks, young children often
rush to respond and thus make errors by giving the pre-potent response when a different
response is required. Helping young children wait improves their performance. This has been
shown using a variety of inhibitory control tasks such as go/no-go ( Jones et al. 2003), theory of
mind (Heberle et al., 1999), day-night (Diamond et al. 2002), and a Piagetian search task
(Riviere & Lecuyer, 2003). The sub-thalamic nucleus appears to play a critical role in preventing
such impulsive or premature responding (Frank 2006).
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Examples of typical psychological measures of inhibitory control include the Stroop task
(MacLeod 1991), Simon task (Hommel 2011), Flanker task (Eriksen & Eriksen 1974, Mullane et
al. 2009), antisaccadic tasks (Luna 2009, Munoz & Everling 2004), delay-of-gratiﬁcation tasks
(Kochanska et al. 2001, Sethi et al. 2000), go/no-go tasks (Cragg & Nation 2008), and stopsignal tasks (Verbruggen & Logan 2008). One of the many hotly debated aspects of EFs is
which component(s) of EFs a task requires.

3.2.3 Eye tracking and dementia
Progressive neurological diseases, such as, the Alzheimer, Parkinson, Huntington or Wilson,
are well known for the decrease in eye movement behavior (Kuskowski, 1988; White et al.,
1983). The characteristics of the impairment support clinicians to localize brain lesions as well
as to determine diagnostics about the trajectory of the diseases (Kuskowski, 1988).
Dysfunctionality in the continuous tracking of stimuli was already associated with Alzheimer
dementia by (Fletcher, 1988).
(Crawford et al., 2005) has identified the important indication that Alzheimer patients are
characterized with a significant impairment of their inhibitory functionality of eye movements,
due to neurodegeneration of frontal and prefrontal lobes which are responsible for inhibitory
effects (Kaufmann et al., 2010; Pierrot-Deseilligny et al., 2004).
In early stages of Alzheimer disease, the antisaccade task is known to identify Alzheimer. This
task requires from the test person a voluntary turning away from an actual stimulus and
analyses the eye movement behavior further (Kaufman, et al., 2010).
Another recent study (Crutcher et al., 2009) showed the promise of the Visual Paired
Comparison (VPC) task for the detection of memory impairment associated with MCI. There are
two phases for each trial of the VPC task. First, during the familiarization phase, subjects are
presented with two identical visual stimuli, side by side, on a computer screen. Subjects are
allowed to look at the pictures for a specified amount of time. During the test phase, which
follows a variable delay, subjects are presented with pictures of the old stimulus and a novel
stimulus, side by side. Eye movements are monitored via noninvasive infrared eye tracking, and
control subjects typically spend 70% of the time during the test phase looking at the novel
stimulus. This indicates that they have a memory for the repeated, and now less interesting,
stimulus. In contrast, it has been shown for age-matched MCI patients in (Lagun et al., 2011)
that they did not spend more time looking at the novel stimulus than the repeated stimulus
(Crutcher et al., 2009), suggesting they did not remember which stimulus was novel and which
was familiar.
(Lagun et al., 2011) applied automatic machine learning methods from computer science to
analyze and exploit the information contained in the characteristics of eye movement exhibited
by healthy and impaired subjects during the viewing of stimuli in the VPC task. Specifically, they
hypothesized that additional characteristics of eye movement would help improve classification
accuracy of cognitive impairment, thus allowing classification algorithms to more accurately
distinguish healthy from impaired subjects. They first trained the classification models on the
multidimensional representation of eye movements from a sample of the impaired and control
subjects, and then used the model to predict the status of new subjects based on their eye
movement characteristics. The results show that eye movement characteristics including
28/02/2018
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fixation duration, saccade length and direction, and re-fixation patterns (defined in next section)
can be used to automatically distinguish impaired and normal subjects. Accordingly, this
generalized approach may be useful for improving early detection of AD, and may be applied, in
combination with other behavioral tasks, to examine cognitive impairments associated with
other neurodegenerative diseases.

3.3 Attention, goal striving and motivation
3.3.1 Motivational reserve and dementia
Motivation is an umbrella term for various processes involved in goal-directed behaviour
(Braver et al., 2014). It has been suggested by early personality psychologists (Lewin et al.,
1944) and more differentiated in current models of motivation (Heckhausen & Heckhausen,
2008) that two main motivational phases can be distinguished: goal setting and goal striving.
Goal setting and striving are determined by rather different motivation-related constructs
(Gollwitzer et al., 2012).
While goal setting is determined mainly by control and expectancy constructs (Skinner, 1996)
such as self-efficacy (Bandura, 1997), goal striving is rather determined by volitional or selfregulatory strategies that are needed to cope with difficulties during the implementation phase
such as decision regulation (Kuhl & Fuhrmann, 1998), activation regulation (Kruglanski et al.,
2000), and motivation regulation (Kuhl & Fuhrmann, 1998). Further self-regulatory strategies
are important during goal striving, e.g., emotion and attention regulation. In total, there are
four basic motivation-related processes relevant in goal setting and striving that are usually
measured by self-report, and further variables relating to these four processes, but measured by
behavioral testing, scenario tests, or an occupation-based scoring procedure.
Studies on the neuropathology of Alzheimer’s disease (AD) have repeatedly shown that many
individuals with pronounced neuropathological, AD-typical changes in the brain exhibit no
clinical manifestation of dementia syndrome (Knopman et al., 2003). One explanation for this
finding is the concept of brain reserve (Fratiglioni et al., 2007; Stern, 2006; Valenzuela &
Sachdev, 2006). Brain reserve can be defined as the ability of the brain to tolerate or
compensate for age- and disease-related changes in a way that cognitive function is still
maintained. In order to clinically manifest impairments in the cognitive and functional abilities of
an individual with a larger brain reserve, it is assumed that the neuropathological damage must
be more severe. The neuropathological processes seem to accumulate until they are severe
enough to cross a threshold and be reflected in the clinical picture (Stern, 2006). Concepts of
brain reserve can explain why people differ in their reserve capacity. The extension of this
threshold of clinical manifestation and the increase in brain reserve is one of the potential
preventive goals for AD (Kivipelto & Solomon, 2008).
The model of (Forstmeier & Maercker, 2015) presumes that activating motivational
processes during the life course rises the number of synaptic connections and stimulates the
development of new neurons. These neurophysiological alterations increase the efficacy of
usage of relevant brain networks and enable the brain to compensate for disrupted networks
(this is captured in the term ‘brain reserve’). There is a wealth of evidence that the human brain
still exhibits plasticity in adult and older life (Kempermann et al., 2002). The brain areas
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primarily involved in motivational processes are the amygdala (fear-motivated behavior), the
nucleus accumbens (reward-motivated behavior), and the prefrontal cortex (regulating
motivational salience and determining intensity of responding) (Cardinal et al., 2002; Kalivas &
Volkow, 2005).
Correspondingly, it was used the term motivational reserve (MR) to describe the effect of
motivational activities on reserve capacity (Maercker & Forstmeier, 2011). MR can be defined
as a set of motivational abilities or processes that provide the individual with resilience to
neuropathological deterioration. Motivational and cognitive reserve constitute complementary
concepts in (Forstmeier & Maercker, 2015)’s model. Their model of includes additional factors
that might mediate the effect of MR on further brain areas. These factors act by influencing
stress activation, vascular risk factors, cognitive training, and emotional health (Forstmeier &
Maercker, 2008; Forstmeier et al., 2012).
There is evidence of an association between depressive symptoms and a higher rate of
conversion form MCI to dementia (Gabryelewicz et al., 2007; Modrego & Ferrandez, 2004).
However, there is evidence that motivation-related symptoms of depression have a higher
predictive value than the affect-related symptoms (Berger et al., 2002; Bartolini et al., 2005).
Therefore, it is not surprising that apathy is also associated with a higher rate of conversion
form MCI to dementia (Robert et al., 2006; Teng et al., 2007).
Enhancing motivational abilities might also increase the effectiveness of pharmacological and
psychosocial interventions. By targeting the neuro- psychiatric symptoms of apathy and
depression, care- giver burden might be reduced. The results of previous studies on brain
reserve have been used to make recommendations about lifestyle and activities in late life to
decrease the risk of AD (Fratiglioni et al., 2004). The possible results the model and study of
(Forstmeier & Maercker, 2015) would add recommendations about changes in motivational selfregulation in later life (Maercker & Forstmeier, 2011).

3.3.2 Motivational resources and attention
The findings in (Engelman et al., 2009) support the notion that motivation improves
behavioral performance in a demanding attention task by enhancing evoked responses
across a distributed set of anatomical sites, many of which have been previously implicated in
attentional processing. (Engelman et al., 2009) represents the first study that focuses on and
proves motivational variables as predictors of cognitive decline and emotional health in the
cognitively impaired. Therefore our work will focus on the impact of motivational variables, like
measurement of engagement of the person with dementia, in the relation with the performance
of attentional processes, such as, described in more detail in Chapter 6.
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4 Measurement of attention
4.1 Eye tracking technologies
4.1.1 Eye movement analysis
Eye tracking refers to the process of tracking eye movements or the absolute point of gaze
(POG) — referring to the point the user’s gaze is focused at in the visual scene. Eye tracking is
useful in a broad range of application areas, from psychological research and medical
diagnostic to usability studies and interactive, gaze-controlled applications. This chapter is
focused on the use of real-time data from human eye movements that can be exploited in the
area of human-technology interaction. The aim is to provide a useful starting point for
researchers, designers of interactive technology and assistive technology professionals wishing
to gain deeper insight into gaze interaction.
Initially, eye movements were mainly studied by physiological introspection and observation.
Basic eye movements were categorized and their duration estimated long before the eye
tracking technology enabled precise measurement of eye movements. The first generation of
eye tracking devices was highly invasive and uncomfortable. A breakthrough in eye tracking
technology was the development of the first ‘‘non-invasive’’ eye tracking apparatus in the early
1900s (Wade and Tatler, 2005), based on photography and light reflected from the cornea. It
can be considered as the first ancestor of the current widely used video-based, corneal
reflection eye tracking systems. The development of unobtrusive camera-based systems
(Morimoto and Mimica 2005) and the increase of computing power enabled gathering of eye
tracking data in real time, enabling the use of gaze as a control method for people with
disabilities (Ten Kate et al. 1979; Friedman et al. 1982). Since then, eye tracking has been used
in a wide range of application areas, some of which are reviewed later in this chapter.
Using the eye as an input method has benefits but also some considerable challenges. These
challenges originate from eye physiology and from its perceptive nature. Below, we briefly
introduce the basics of eye physiology and eye movements. The rest of the chapter
concentrates on giving an overview of eye tracking technology and methods used to implement
gaze interaction. We will also review related research and introduce example applications that
should help the readers to understand the reasons behind the problem issues—and to design
solutions that avoid the typical pitfalls. We will conclude this chapter with a summary and a
discussion of potential future research directions for gaze-based interfaces.
To see an object in the real world, we have to fixate our gaze at it long enough for the brain’s
visual system to perceive it. Fixations are often defined as pauses of at least 100 ms, typically
between 200 and 600 ms. During any one fixation, we only see a fairly narrow area of the visual
scene with high acuity. To perceive the visual scene accurately, we need to constantly scan it
with rapid eye movement, so-called saccades. Saccades are quick, ballistic jumps of 2° or
longer that take about 30–120 ms each (Jacob 1995). In addition to saccadic movements, the
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eyes can smoothly follow a moving target; this is known as (smooth) pursuit movement. For
more information about other types of eye movements and visual perception in general, see, for
example, Mulvey (2012).
The size of the high-acuity field of vision, the fovea, subtends at an angle of about one degree
from the eye. The diameter of this region corresponds to an area of about two degrees, which is
about the size of a thumbnail when viewed with the arm extended (Duchowski and Vertegaal
2000). Everything inside the fovea can be perceived with high acuity but the acuity decreases
rapidly towards the periphery of the eye. The cause for this can be seen by examining the
physiology of the retina (see Figure 1). The lens focuses the light coming from the pupil on the
center of the retina. The fovea is packed with photoreceptive cells but the density of these cells
decreases rapidly in the peripheral area. The fovea mainly contains cones, photoreceptive cells
that are sensitive to color and provide acuity. In contrast, the peripheral area contains mostly
rods, i.e. cells that are sensitive to light, shade and motion. The remaining peripheral vision
provides cues about where to look next and also gives information on movement or changes in
the scene in front of the viewer. For example, a sudden movement in the periphery can thus
quickly attract the viewer’s attention (Hillstrom and Yantis 1994).
We only see a small fraction of the visual scene in front of us with high acuity at any point in
time. The need to move our eyes toward the target is the basis for eye tracking: it is possible to
deduct the gaze vector by observing the ‘‘line-of-sight’’

4.1.2 Eye Tracking Techniques
While a large number of different techniques to track eye movements have been investigated in
the past, three eye tracking techniques have emerged as the pre- dominant ones and are widely
used in research and commercial applications today. These techniques are (1)
videooculography (VOG), video based tracking using head-mounted or remote visible light
video cameras, (2) video-based infrared (IR) pupil-corneal reflection (PCR), and (3)
Electrooculography (EOG). While particularly the first two video-based techniques have a lot of
properties in common, all techniques have application areas where they are most useful.
Video-based eye tracking relies on off-the-shelf components and video cameras and can
therefore be used for developing ‘‘eye-aware’’ or attentive user interfaces that do not strictly
require accurate point of gaze tracking (e.g. about 4°, Hansen and Pece 2005). In contrast, due
to the additional information gained from the IR-induced corneal reflection, IR-PCR provides
highly accurate point of gaze measurements of up to 0.5° of visual angle and has therefore
emerged as the preferred technique for scientific domains, such as usability studies or gazebased interaction, and commercial applications, such as in marketing research. Finally, EOG
has been used for decades for ophthalmological studies as it allows for measuring relative
movements of the eyes with high temporal accuracy. In addition to different application areas,
each of these measurement techniques also has specific technical advantages and
disadvantages that we will discuss in the following sections.
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4.1.3 Video based tracking
A video-based eye tracking system can be either used in a remote or head-mounted
configuration. A typical setup consists of a video camera that records the movements of the
eye(s) and a computer that saves and analyses the gaze data. In remote systems, the camera
is typically based below the computer screen (Figure 1) while in head-mounted systems, the
camera is attached either on a frame of eyeglasses or in a separate ‘‘helmet’’. Head-mounted
systems often also include a scene camera for recording the user’s point of view, which can
then be used to map the user’s gaze to the current visual scene.
Figure 1. The eye tracker’s camera is placed
under the monitor. Infrared light sources are
located on each side of the camera. IR is
used to illuminate the eye and its reflection
on the cornea provides an additional
reference point that improves accuracy when
tracked together with the center of the pupil
(© 2008, www.cogain. org)

The frame rate and resolution of the video camera have a significant effect on the accuracy of
tracking; a low-cost web camera cannot compete with a high-end camera with high-resolution
and high sample rate. The focal length of the lens, the angle, as well as the distance between
the eye and the camera have an effect on the working distance and the quality of gaze tracking.
With large zooming (large focal length), it is possible to get a close-up view of the eye but it
narrows the working angle of the camera and requires the user to sit fairly still (unless the
camera follows the user’s movements). In head-mounted systems, the camera is placed near
the eye, which means a bigger image of the eye and thus more pixels for tracking the eye. If a
wide angle camera is used, it allows more freedom of movement of the user but also requires a
high-resolution camera to maintain enough accuracy for tracking the pupil (Hansen and
Majaranta 2012).
Since tracking is based on video images of the eye, it requires an unobstructed view of the eye.
There are a number of issues that can affect the quality of tracking, such as varying light
conditions, reflections of eyeglasses, droopy eyelids, squinting the eyes while smiling, or even
heavy makeup (for more information and guidelines, see Goldberg and Wichansky 2003).
The video images are the basis for estimating the gaze position on the computer screen: the
location of the eye(s) and the center of the pupil are detected. Changes in their position are
tracked, analyzed and mapped to gaze coordinates. For a detailed survey of video-based
techniques for eye and pupil detection and gaze position estimation, see Hansen and Ji (2009).
If only the pupil center is used and no other reference points are available, the user must stay
absolutely still for an accurate calculation of the gaze vector (the line of sight from the user’s
eye to the point of view on the screen.).
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4.1.4 Infrared Pupil-Corneal Reflection Tracking
Systems only based on visible light and pupil center tracking tend to be inaccurate and sensitive
to head movement. To address this problem, a reference point, a so called ‘‘corneal reflection’’
or glint, can be added. Such a reference point can be added by using an artificial infrared (IR)
light source aimed on- or off-axis at the eye. An on-axis light source will result in a ‘‘bright pupil’’
effect, making it easier for the analysis software to recognize the pupil in the image. The effect
is similar to the red-eye effect caused by flash in a photograph. The off-axis light results in ‘‘dark
pupil’’ images. Both will help in keeping the eye area well lit but they do not disturb viewing or
affect pupil dilation since IR light is invisible to the human eye (Duchowski 2003).
By measuring the corneal reflection(s) from the IR source relative to the center of the pupil, the
system can compensate for inaccuracies and also allow for a limited degree of head movement.
Gaze direction is then calculated by measuring the changing relationship between the moving
pupil center of the eye and the corneal reflection (see Fig. 3.3). As the position of the corneal
reflection remains roughly constant during eye movement, the reflection will remain static during
rotation of the eye and changes in gaze direction, thus giving a basic eye and head position
reference. In addition, it also provides a simple reference point to compare with the moving
pupil, and thus enables calculation of the gaze vector (for a more detailed explanation, see
Duchowski and Vertegaal 2000).

Figure 2. The relationship between the pupil center and the corneal reflection when the user
fixates on different locations on the screen (Adapted from Majaranta et al. 2009b)
While IR illumination enables fairly accurate remote tracking of the user it does not work well in
changing ambient light, such as in outdoors settings. There is an ongoing research that tries to
solve this issue (see e.g. Kinsman and Pelz 2012; Bengoechea et al. 2012). In addition,
according to our personal experience, there seems to be a small number of people for whom,
robust/accurate eye tracking does not seem to work even in laboratory settings.
Electrooculography is not dependent or disturbed by lighting conditions and thus can replace
VOG-based tracking in some of these situations and for some applications.

4.1.5 Eye Tracker Calibration and Accuracy
Before a remote video-based eye tracking system can map gaze onto a screen, it must be
calibrated to that screen for each user. This is usually done by showing a number of calibration
points on the screen and asking the user to consecutively fixate at these points, one at a time.
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The relationship between the pupil position and the corneal reflections changes as a function of
eye gaze direction (see Figure 4). The images of the eye and thus its orientation in space are
analyzed by the computer for each calibration point, and each image is associated with
corresponding screen coordinates. These main points are used to calculate any other point onscreen via interpolation of the data.
Calibration is a key factor defining the accuracy of any eye tracker. If the calibration is
successful, the accuracy is typically about 0.5° of visual angle. This corresponds to about 15
pixels on a 1700 display with the resolution of 1024 9 768 pixels, viewed from a distance of 70
cm. Even with successful calibration, the practical accuracy may be less due to drifting which
will cause an offset between the measured point of gaze and the actual gaze point. Such drifting
may be caused by changes in lighting and pupil size. In head mounted systems, it is also
possible that the camera has moved along with the frames. Various methods have been
implemented to prevent drifting (Hansen et al. 2010) or to cope with it (Stampe and Reingold
1995). If both eyes are tracked, it usually not only improves accuracy in general but also limits
drifting. Since calibration takes time and may be seen as an obstacle for using eye tracking in
everyday applications, techniques requiring only one calibration point, automatic calibration
procedures, and ‘‘calibration-free’’ systems have been developed (see e.g. Nagamatsu et al.
2010).
Even if the eye tracker was perfectly accurate, it may still be impossible to know the exact pixel
the user is focused on. This is because everything within the fovea is seen in detail and the user
can move attention within this area without voluntarily moving her eyes. Besides, the eyes
perform very small, rapid movements, so-called micro saccades, even during fixations to keep
the nerve cells in the retina active and to correct slight drifting in focus. Thus, if the cursor of an
‘‘eye mouse’’ were to follow eye movements faithfully, the cursor movement would appear jerky
and it would be difficult to concentrate on pointing (Jacob 1993). Therefore, the coordinates
reported by the system are often ‘‘smoothed’’ by averaging data from several raw gaze points.
This may have an effect on the responsiveness of the system, especially if the sample rate of
the camera is low.

4.1.6 Choice of eye tracking technology
Eye tracking is no longer a niche technology used by specialized research laboratories or a few
select user groups but actively exploited in a wide variety of disciplines and application areas.
When choosing an eye tracking system, one should pay attention to the hardware’s gaze
tracking features as well as the accompanying software and additional accessories. Many eye
tracking manufacturers provide different models targeted at different purposes. The systems
may use the same basic technical principles of operation, but what makes a certain system
suitable for a specific purpose are the applications (software) that utilize the raw eye data, e.g.
software for recording and analyzing the gaze path, or assistive software that allow the eye to
be used as an substitute for the mouse.
Issues to consider from the technical part that affect the suitability of the system for a specific
purpose include: spatial and temporal resolution (accuracy), camera angle, freedom of head
movements, tolerance to ambient light, tolerance to eye glasses and contact lenses, possibility
to track only one or two eyes.
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Video-based eye tracking, especially if implemented as a remote tracker, provides a fairly
comfortable non-invasive (contact-free) option for the users. Systems that combine the video
with infrared (i.e. track both the pupil and the IR corneal reflection) also provide reasonable
freedom of head movement without sacrificing the accuracy too much. However, those systems,
especially IR-PCR, are very sensitive to ambient light and changes in the light levels and only
provide limited temporal accuracy and recording time. EOG-based eye trackers are not
sensitive to lighting conditions. The downside is that EOG can be considered invasive and may
be seen as impractical for everyday use, because it require electrodes to be placed around the
eye to measure the skin’s electrical potential differences.
There are also differences in the data produced by each of the trackers. Since an EOG-based
system provides information on relative eye movements, it is especially useful in situations
where only changes in the gaze direction are required (e.g. gaze gestures, navigation and
steering tasks, or research on saccades and smooth pursuit). However, VOG based systems
may work better if an exact point of gaze is important (e.g. point-and-select tasks).
For some tasks, a combination of EOG and VOG might provide the best results.
Apart from a few exceptions (e.g. Du et al. 2012) their combined use has not been applied
much. It has been recommended in Bulling et al., 2012 that there might be high potential in
using a method that combines the best features of each technology, especially for passive eye
monitoring and clinical studies conducted in challenging outdoor environments.
From the human factors point of view, the system’s invasiveness, ease of use, setup time and
available customer support are important issues. For a disabled person, an eye control system
is a way of communicating and interacting with the world and may be used extensively in
varying conditions. Thus, reliability, robustness, safety, and mounting issues must be carefully
taken into account, in addition to ease of use and general usability. In addition, one should be
able to tailor the system to match each user’s abilities, needs and challenges induced by
disease (Donegan et al. 2009). With increased availability, reliability and usability of the state-ofthe-art trackers, the focus on gaze assistive technology research is slowly moving from
technical challenges toward the human point of view, presenting a need to also study user
experience (Mele and Federici 2012).
Eye tracking is becoming an increasingly interesting option even in traditional computing. Major
technology companies and the gaming industry are starting to show growing interest in
embedding eye tracking in their future products, such as laptops and tablets (Tobii 2011; Fujitsu
2012). Vision based technologies are already widely used in the gaming field, enabling players
to use gestures and full body movement to control the games, and eye tracking is envisioned to
be part of future gaming (Larsen 2012). The hype on mixed reality and smart glasses (such as
the HoloLens, together with eye tracking devices) indicates that it is only a matter of time, when
the first broader wave of eye-controlled consumer product will enter the market.

4.1.7 Gaze Interaction Applications
Information from eye movements and gaze direction can be utilized on various levels in a wide
variety of applications. Some applications require the user to move her eyes voluntarily while
other systems monitor the eye movements subtly in the background and require no special
effort from the user.
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Fairclough (2011) suggested a four-group classification to describe the different kinds of
physiological computing system. The categories start from the overt, intentional systems (such
as conventional input devices) and end with the covert, unintentional systems (e.g. ambulatory
monitoring). Each individual system can be placed on this continuum and some systems may
also be hybrids that contain features from different categories. A similar continuum can also be
used to describe different types of gaze-based systems, starting from applications where the
intention is the driving force, requiring full, overt, conscious attention from the user (see Fig.
3.6). In the middle, we have attentive applications that somehow react to the user’s behavior but
do not require any explicit control from the user. An advanced form of this are adaptive
applications that learn the user’s behavior

Figure 3. Continuum of eye tracking applications from intentional to unintentional systems
patterns and are able to model the user’s behavior. In the other end, we have systems that
passively monitor their eye behavior, requiring no conscious input from the user whose behavior
is monitored and analyzed. In the following section, we provide examples of representative
applications for each category.
(1) Explicit eye input is utilized in applications that implement gaze-based command and
control. Here, people use voluntary eye movements and consciously control their gaze
direction, for example, to communicate or control a computer. In its simplest form, the eye
can be used as a switch. For example, the user may blink once or twice, or use simple
vertical or horizontal eye movements as an indication of agreement or disagreement
(obtainable even with a low-cost web camera based tracker). The most common way to
implement gaze-based control is to use the eye’s capability to point at the desired target
(requiring a more accurate tracker). Mouse emulation, combined with different techniques
and gaze-friendly tools for dragging, double- click, screen magnification etc. make it
possible to control practically any graphical interface based on windows, icons, menus,
and pointer devices (WIMP). Example applications include gaze-based text entry, web
browsing, gaze- controlled games, music, etc. (For a review of different techniques and
applications for gaze-based computer control, see (Skovsgaard et al. 2012)).
(2) Attentive user interfaces can be considered as non-command interfaces (Nielsen 1993)
where the user is not expected to change his or her gaze behavior to give explicit
commands. Instead, the information of the user’s natural eye movements is used subtly in
the background. In its simplest form, an attentive interface may implement a ‘‘gazecontingent display’’ that shows a higher resolution image on the area the user is focusing
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on while maintaining a lower resolution in the periphery in order to save bandwidth
(Duchowski et al. 2004). As the application reacts to the user’s natural behavior by explicit
commands, it is important to provide enough information of the system state so that the
user does not lose control and is able to react to potential problems caused by the
inaccuracy of gaze. It has been argued (e.g. by Jacob 1993), that the eye, as a perceptual
organ, is best suited for interaction as an additional input. For a review and more information about attentive applications, see Räihä et al. (2011) or Istance and Hyrskykari
(2012).
(3) Gaze-based user modeling provides a way to better understand the user’s behavior,
cognitive processes, and intentions. All of the previous gaze-based applications explicitly
or implicitly assume that the sole entity of interest is the user’s point of gaze on a specific
interactive surface or interface. In addition, the vast majority of these applications use
gaze as an explicit input. Automated analysis of eye movements has a long history as a
tool in experimental psychology to better understand the underlying cognitive processes of
visual perception. For example, Markov processes have been used to model fixation
sequences of observers looking at objects with the goal of quantifying the similarity of eye
movements (Hacisalihzade et al. 1992), to identify salient image features that affected the
perception of visual realism (ElHelw et al. 2008), or to interpret eye movements as
accurately as human experts but in significantly less time (Salvucci and Anderson 2001).
A recent trend in human attention analysis investigates a small set of specific eye
movement characteristics toward developing holistic computational models of a user’s
visual behavior. These models typically rely on computational methods from machine
learning and pattern recognition (Kandemir and Kaski 2012). As evidenced by research in
experimental psychology, visual behavior is closely linked to a number of cognitive
processes of visual perception (Rayner 1995). In the first study of its kind, Bulling et al.
(2011a, b) demonstrated that they could automatically recognise visual memory recall
from eye movements In another study, Tessendorf et al. (2011) showed that high
cognitive load during concentrated work could be recognized from visual behavior with
high accuracy. Finally, Bednarik et al. (2012) investigated automatic detection of intention
from eye movements.
(4) Passive eye monitoring is useful for diagnostic applications in which the user’s visual
behavior is only recorded and stored for later offline processing and analysis with no
immediate reaction or effect on the user’s interaction with the world (Duchowski 2002).
While passive eye monitoring has traditionally been conducted in laboratory settings a
current trend is to move out from the laboratory and to study people in their natural,
everyday settings. For example, Bulling et al. (2013) proposed and implemented passive
long-term eye movement monitoring as a means for computing systems to better
understand the situation of the user. Their system allowed to automatically detect highlevel behavioral cues, such as being socially or physically active, being inside or outside a
building or doing concentrated work. This information could, for example, be used for
automatic annotation and filtering in life logging applications. More information of passive
eye monitoring and its applications can be found in Hammoud (2008).
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4.1.8 Mobile eye tracking technology
The mobile eye tracking device is on the one hand very precise and easy to handle in the
calibration procedure which must forego any use of an eye tracking device. However, this
device is mostly restricted to use for Microsoft operating systems, such as, the MS Surface
tablet PC, and not able to handle Android devices which cover the majority of the market of
tablet PCs. Furthermore, the attachment to the tablet might cause problems in the usage for
persons with dementia, and they might tend to use it not that often. The specifications of the
Tobii EyeX mobile eye tracking device are outlined in detail in Table 1.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4. Mobile eye tracker solution Tobii EyeX. (a) The mobile eye tracking device is easily
attaches to tablet PCs. (b) The mobile eye tracking device in operation while a person with
dementia is performing a playful cognitive control task.
Table 1.Specification of the Tobii EyeX1 mobile eye tracking device.


Sampling rate

1

60 Hz

Accuracy

?

Spatial Resolution

?

Latency

15 ms +/- 5 ms

Calibration

?

Operating range

18-40" / 45-100 cm

Tracking region

16 x 12" / 40 x 30 cm at 26" / 65 cm

Screen size

Up to 27"

API/SDK

EyeX SDK for C/C++

Software

Tobii EyeX Software included

Output data

Gaze coordination stream

Weight

/ 91 grams

Connectivity

USB 3.0

Costs

119€

Operating system

Windows 10, Windows 8.1 or Windows
7

http://www.tobii.com/xperience/
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4.2 VR based eye tracking
While most prior research used eye tracking sensors for interacting with desktop monitors,
recent advances in head-mounted displays (HMDs) for Virtual Reality (VR) have also driven
development of head-worn eye trackers. VR HMDs with eye tracking technology are becoming
more accessible, such as the Tobii HMD (Tobii VR, 2018) or the FOVE HMD (Fove VR, 2018).
Using an HMD with such capability, a computer can observe and learn user attention. Welldesigned eye gaze-based interaction could potentially offer more natural and implicit interaction
that impacts the VR experience in a significant way.
Virtual Reality (VR) is a promising field for new forms of therapy. It is a flexible tool for therapists
to provide an immersive and interactive environment for patients. VR has been used in the
treatment of phobias (Bouchard et al., 2006), therapy of addictions (Gamito et al., 2014) and
motor rehabilitation (Archambault et al., 2014; Tsirlin et al., 2009). Implementing eye-tracking
into head-mounted devices (HMD) introduces a precise real-time assessment of attention and
opens up new possibilities for VR-based therapy, e.g. analyzing cognitive processes (Holmqvist
et al., 2011; Vidal et al.. 2012) or diagnosing medical conditions (Tsirlin et al., 2009).
Additionally to common VR-related issues, specific conditions persist when using HMDs in a
clinical context. Strict hygiene requirements have to be met to protect patients, particularly
considering the prevalence of multi-resistant organisms.
Adding eye-tracking to VR therapy enhances the possibility to accurately measure attention in
real-time. Especially in therapy methods where the focus of attention plays a major role, e.g.
mirror therapy for stroke patients (Ramachandran et al., 1995) or treatment of social anxiety
(Grillon et al., 2006), therapists strongly benefit from an objective measurement of patients’
attention. Stimuli can be rendered depending on the focus of attention. Renaud et al. developed
an environment which changes when the patients gaze behavior is indicating visual avoidance,
as this would decrease therapy effectiveness. The visual field can be masked partially
according to the gaze position for rehabilitation of hemispatial neglect (Baheux et al., 2005;
Renaud et al., 2011). Furthermore, continuous assessment of attention opens up new potential
for realizing adaptive shaping of therapy difficulty, not only based on performance measures but
also depending on patients’ cognitive abilities at any given moment (Squeri et al., 2011).
Another advantage of eye-tracking in VR is hands- free interaction. Users found gaze based
interaction to be easier and more intuitive than pointing in VR (Tanriverdi & Jacob, 2000). This
overcomes the challenges of common human-computer interaction (e.g. pressing a key) while
wearing a HMD. Interaction methods are predominantly based on eye-fixation time which has
been widely adopted for 2D interfaces to solve the Midas touch problem (Jacob, 1990). Fixation
or dwell time is a standard delimiter for indicating a user’s intention to select an object through
eye gaze alone. Dwell time typically ranges from 450 ms to 1 second for novices, but can be
improved over time to around 300 ms in the case of gaze typing. However, this time constraint
can negatively impact the user experience. For example, when the required dwell time is too
short, it puts pressure on the user to look away, avoiding accidental selection, but if it is too
long, it results in longer wait times.
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4.2.1 Web camera based technology
Despite the availability of accurate, commercial gaze tracker devices working with infrared (IR)
technology, visible light gaze tracking constitutes an interesting alternative by allowing
scalability and removing hardware requirements. Over the last years, this field has seen
examples of research showing performance comparable to the IR alternatives. In the review
work of (Ferhat & Vilarino, 2016) a survey on previous work on remote, visible light gaze
trackers is given which furthermore analyzes the explored techniques from various perspectives
such as calibration strategies, head pose invariance, and gaze estimation techniques. In
addition, it also provides information on related aspects of research such as public datasets to
test against, open source projects to build upon, and gaze tracking services to directly use in
applications.
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5 Web camera based eye tracking
5.1 Web camera based eye tracking
The alternative web camera based eye tracking is a state-of-the-art university based solution
and it is highly probable that we will see highly improved methods at the market over the next
few years and from many sides, as it has been communicated by Apple, Microsoft and
SAMSUNG that these companies are working towards a full integration of seamless eye
tracking into their desktop devices. However, so far we are using a prototypical solution and are
able to benefit from an integrated eye tracking device already during project time.
The implementation of web camera based eye tracking is done in cooperation with J. Huang,
Brown Univ., RI, USA, published at Intl. Joint Conference on AI, 2016. The web camera
interface can be applied to MS Surface as well as to any Android based tablet PC as well
possible. It is based on Java Software and from this is platform implementation independent.
Figure 5 depicts features and assessment of the accuracy of the current version of the web
camera based eye tracking.
Figure 5a depicts a video frame captured from the MS Surface tablet PC using the web camera
based eye tracking device overlaid with information about the automatically determined position
of the face in the video frame as well as facial features within the face pose.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5. Web camera based eye tracking. (a) Video frame captured from the MS Surface tablet
PC using the web camera based eye tracking device overlaid with information about the
automatically determined position of the face in the video frame as well as facial features within
the face pose. (b) The evaluation of the accuracy of the web camera has resulted in a precision
that is acceptable for the requirements in the frame of project objectives since the methodology
of JRD is based on transition statistics between visited areas of interest in the screen layout and
not on the precision of the eye tracking device which is estimated to be within a ca. 1.75 cm
radius around the ground truth.
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Figure 5b depicts the evaluation of the accuracy of the web camera has resulted in a precision
that is acceptable for the requirements in the frame of project objectives since the methodology
of JRD is based on transition statistics between visited areas of interest in the screen layout and
not on the precision of the eye tracking device which is estimated to be within a ca. 1.75 cm
radius around the ground truth.
Since the mobile eye tracker from Tobii EyeX is estimated to have a deviation of max 1cm, the
accuracy of the web based eye tracking devices is not too far from the mobile eye tracking
device.
The system requirements for the web camera based eye tracking device are the following:



Web camera with min. 1 MPixel video frame size.
Web camera with min. 20 Hz video rate.
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6 Playful gaze interfaces in PLAYTIME
6.1 Attention games with MIRA
MIRA (Mobile Instrumental Review of Attention) is part of the PLAYTIME suite of games and
particularly contributes in a playful and pervasive manner to the short term indicative
assessment of the psychological functioning of the user. In the time interval between the
clinical screening performed by the neuropsychological experts there is the need to observe the
mental state on a short term basis, such as, to alert experts in time in case of rapid mental
deterioration. Furthermore, MIRA provides daily and direct indicative feedback to the person
with dementia and the informal as well as formal caregivers about capabilities in cognitive
control that are associated with attentional capacity. The extracted attention features are
characteristic for specific aspects in executive functions situated in human prefrontal cortex that
are known to be particularly impacted in persons with dementia, such as, the Alzheimer
disease. Finally, MIRA potentially serves as a training playground by providing a spectrum of
perceptual and cognitive stimulation through its interaction patterns that contribute to a wider
scope of an intervention strategy.
The eye tracking based serious game solution in MIRA is a direct eye movement sensing,
feature extraction, analytics and training component including decision support on several
specific aspects of mental state, such as, emotional and cognitive performance. Video camera
based eye tracking technology provides the technological basis for the analysis of users’
interaction patterns in simple serious games that are designed in the line of well-known
neuropsychological tests, such as, the antisaccade test (AST) or Visual Paired Comparison
(VPC) task.
Key methodological components of MIRA are displayed in Figure 6. MIRA is an app that can be
played on any Android Tablet PCs with a web camera. Its serious game aspect is embedded in
simple emotional narratives and implemented via highly usable gaze based interaction patterns.
Eye movement data are sensed with the video based eye tracking technology and instrumental
attention features that are highly relevant for the characterization of cognitive control
performance are extracted. Finally, the statistical analysis is applied by means of classical and
machine learning methodologies including prospects of big data analysis on indicative mental
health data.
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Figure 6. MIRA methodological components for ‘Mobile Instrumental Review of Attention’.

In the following, the units for playful tests and training are presented, as well as the queries for
emotion analytics.

6.2 MIRA units for playful tests and training
6.2.1 MIA process flow overview
The session initiates with a calibration sub-session to derive the user-specific information for
gaze estimates. Then the affective slider page asks the user for its current emotional status. A
menu with a list of all available units for attentive game play follows. The attention game is then
interactively played using eye gaze for control. Finally, the affective slider page asks the user
another time about its current emotional status.

Figure 7. Overview on process flow during a complete MIRA session.
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6.2.2 Playful calibration
In a first step, the calibration of the eye gaze with respect to the display plane is adapted with
respect to the user position and orientation. A video stream is displayed bottom right about the
actual status of the face detection process as well as of the matching quality. Figure 8 shows a
screen shot during a specific step in the calibration process where the adaptive face detector
has already successfully matched its mask with the face of the user. The border line of the
video frame is color coded according to the matching quality: ‘green’ represents a high quality
and red would indicate a low quality. Furthermore, Figure 8 depicts a stimulus (pink flower) with
a crosshair which is used by the user to focus the eye gaze on the center of the crosshair and
press towards the center with the index finger thereafter.

Figure 8. Playful calibration of the eye gaze with respect to the display plane.

Figure 9. Prototypical menu with options for different attention games, i.e., antisaccade tasks
with narratives.
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6.2.3 Suite of attention games
The objective of the development of the ‘attention component’ in PLAYTIME is to provide a suite
of attention games for the mental assessment and training of PwD. Figure 9 displays a
prototypical menu with options for different attention games, i.e., antisaccade tasks with
narratives. The menu can be further extended with other units, such as, for other attention
games. In PLAYTIME we focus on (i) antisaccade tests, (ii) visuospatial performanc tests, such
as, using ‘spot-the-difference’ games, and (iii) games that provide data about capacities of
actual working memory, such as, ‘n-back test’ game.

6.2.4 Gamified antisaccade test (GAST)
The gamified antisaccade test (GAST) adds a playful element to the standard antisaccade test
in terms of virtual agents that act as mediators between the narrative and the pychological
assessment task. These virtual agents take part in the narrative by means of their affective
character on the one hand and bridge into the psychological screening task on the other hand.
Each game unit is under a specific theme that drives the narrative.
The affective character of the virtual agents is related to the theme in a way that one character
has a positive attitude while the other not. The positive attitude of the character makes it
perform a positive action. For example, one of the themes is ‘feeding a sweet cat’ and the
positively attached character is a grandmother that carefully feeds the cat in the game and in
that way makes her very happy while the negatively attached character is a robber that robs the
food out of the cat’s feeding bowl so that the cat will suffer.
These virtual agents prinipally appear randomly in time and spatially only at specific,
predetermined portals in the scene. If the user spends a sustained ey egaze on any of these
charaters it would be ‘activated’ in terms of performing an action in the manner of its affective
character. A short gaze on the character, conversely, would not trigger any action of a
character. In this sense, the user will experience that a sustained gaze on the positive character
will consequently activate a positive reward, and to prevent from that sustained gaze will
prevent the robber to apply a negative reward in the game. Prevention fro sustained gaze might
then even be improved by doing an antisaccade upon appearance of the negative character
and positioning that saccade on the area of interest in the opposite direction of the screen.
Figure 10 depicts a prototypical screen of the antisaccade task. It includes two ‘portals’ left and
right that indicate the potential emergence of a new stimulus, the gaze pointer (red) and a status
bar including the status of the individual game – in this version, the status of the happiness of
the virtual cat that should be fed by the ‘good stimulus’, i.e., the ‘grandmother’.
Figure 11 demonstrates a prototypical screen of the antisaccade task, depicting a negative
character in the scene that would trigger an action with negative consequences.
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Figure 10. Prototypical screen of the antisaccade task, depicting a positive character in the
scene that would initiate an action with positive consequences.

Figure 11. Prototypical screen of the antisaccade task, depicting a negative character in the
scene that would trigger an action with negative consequences.

6.3 Gamified gaze based emotion analytics
6.3.1 Affective Slider (AS)
Self-assessment methods are broadly employed in emotion research for the collection of
subjective affective ratings. By leveraging on state-of-the-art user interfaces and
metacommunicative pictorial representations, (Betella & Verschure, 2016) developed the
Affective Slider (AS), a digital self-reporting tool composed of two slider controls for the quick
assessment of pleasure and arousal. The AS has two added advantages over comparable
implementations: the AS does not require written instructions and it can be easily reproduced in
latest-generation digital devices, including smartphones and tablets.
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Figure 12 presents the appearance of the “Affective Slider” (AS) that is intentionally displayed
using a neutral chromatic palette to avoid bias in ratings due to the emotional connotation of
colors. On top of the AS is a written request to input the current emotional value and arousal in
German language.

Figure 12. The “Affective Slider” (AS) is a digital self-reporting tool composed of two sliders that
measure arousal (top) and pleasure (bottom) on a continuous scale. The AS does not require
written instructions and it is intentionally displayed using a neutral chromatic palette to avoid
bias in ratings due to the emotional connotation of colors.

6.3.2 Pervasive gaze based emotion screening
Measuring human emotion from affective interaction is an important part of computing for
mental health applications. In PLAYTIME, non-obtrusive emotion measurement from eye
tracking has been developed in Virtual Reality (VR) technology (Paletta & Dini, 2018) that could
be applied as well using the Tablet PC.
In (Paletta & Dini, 2018) PLAYTIME contributed to present a concept and first results of a
feasibility study in which affectively weighted imagery of an image database were presented
and integrated using discriminative observation, multi-object tracking and video-gaming.
Attention preference for affective image classes was measured and relevant correlation with
data extracted from a questionnaire on emotional states (MDBF) that would eventually
substantiate basic valence classification from eye tracking data was found. The playful
approach using the well-known concentration (pairs) game enables frequent repetition of the
measurements in mental health care, therapeutic or pedagogical scenarios (Paletta & Dini,
2018).
More details about the approach are described in PLAYTIME deliverable D3.4.1 ‘Emotion &
Psychosocial Analytics’.
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7 Gaze analytics
7.1 Eye movement features
7.1.1 Fixation and saccade method
The process of fixation identification—separating and labeling fixations and saccades in eyetracking protocols—is an essential part of eye-movement data analysis and can have a
dramatic impact on higher-level analyses. However, algorithms for performing fixation
identification are often described informally and rarely compared in a meaningful way. (Salvucci
& Goldberg, 2000) proposed a taxonomy of fixation identification algorithms that classifies
algorithms in terms of how they utilize spatial and temporal information in eye-tracking
protocols. PLAYTIME uses this taxonomy, that is known to compare well with respect to a
number of qualitative characteristics as described in (Salvucci & Goldberg, 2000).

7.1.2 Eye movement features
Based on the fixation detection algorithm described in the previous section, the following eye
movement features were extracted:


Error rate: The percentage of attempts with the error of not doing an antisaccade when
one was necessary to do.



Fixation duration (FD) — The duration of fixations during the trials was collected, and the
median fixation duration across the trials was used as an input feature. The use of this
feature is motivated by a previously reported significant difference in fixation durations
between NC and AD subjects (Scinto et al., 1994). The change in fixation durations is
thought to be related to changes in visual spatial attention, saccade initiation, or
inefficiency in planning strategy during visual search observed for AD subjects (Ogrocki
et al., 2000).



Re-fixations (RF) — The fixation sequence is used to capture the times when the gaze
position re-visits (re-fixates) on previously seen parts of the stimuli. The algorithm
detects re-fixation if there are fixations in the proximity of a previously made fixation and
the distance between the centers of the two fixations is less than a specified threshold.
The “depth” of re-fixation refers to the number of fixations that occurred between the
current fixation and the most recent fixation at the same location.



Saccade orientation (SO)—Saccades were defined by the corresponding endpoints of
the fixations. To characterize the saccades, we considered the orientation of the
saccades – that is, the angles of individual saccades. For this feature, we considered
only the absolute value of the saccade angle, ignoring the direction of the movement
(i.e., up or down). The vertical saccades tend to occur within the same stimulus,
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whereas others are more likely to move the gaze across stimuli, e.g., switch between
different areas of interest in the image.

7.2 Classification of mental state
12 participants with Alzheimer were equipped with a Tablet PC and applied the amicasa training
suite used as well the mobile eye tracking units for a period of 6 months (Paletta et al., 2018).
The amicasa training suite was configured on a Microsoft Surface Tablet with USB-connected
Tobii EyeX mobile tracking technology, providing a 60 Hz sampling of gaze towards the display
of the Tablet PC after a 5-point calibration procedure. After a data filtering with a removal of any
unit training data with a mean data logging frequency larger than 4.5 Hz, and a removal of
sessions where center positions were not fixated after a stimulus presentation, eventually 422
training unit sessions remained for analyses and monthly measurements were aggregated into
average measurement values.
Eye movement features were extracted and the prosaccade feature was predictive with respect
to CDT (clock drawing task) and MMSE (minimental state exam). The prosaccade (‘PSA’)
feature (percentage of gaze within wrong area-of-interest, a kind of weak error rate) was
significantly predictive with M=45.7 (S=12.5) for PwD (CDT<5) and M=19.0 (S=12.8) for the PDf
(persons without dementia; CDT>=5). Furthermore, the prosaccade feature was as well
predictive with M=43.1 (S=12.4) for PwD (MMSE<26) and M=31.8 (S=13.3) for study
participants with higher mental status (MMSE>=26).
A support vector machine (SVM) network was tuned with 5-fold cross validation on training data
and achieved a classification accuracy of 75% for MMSE (>26) and 100% for CT (>5).
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8 Conclusions and Outlook
From the studies described in (Paletta et al., 2018) we conclude that eye movement features
can be successfully applied to provide indicators for Alzheimer diagnostics, considering two
independent studies that both showed the discriminative power to classify into dementia and
non-dementia participants exclusively from gaze data.
Future work will involve larger number of participants in field trials to get more robust estimators
for Alzheimer classification. Furthermore, multiple eye movement features will be used for
estimation and classification. In addition, multimodal sensing should even lead into better
estimates, for example, by incorporating features from movement studies.
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